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1.General information
1.1.Aims of the course
The fundamental objective of this subject is for students to acquire the skills of working in a Vocational Training center
from the interaction and coexistence in the classroom and the teaching-learning processes, as well as knowing how to
plan a curricular and instructional design for development of learning activities. These aspects must be reflected in a
Master's Final Project, a compendium of the training acquired throughout all the teachings described.
This is a subject fundamentally based on the observation and preparation of the programming of a subject or module of
the student's specialty, making reference to the context and the academic / professional profile of the competences.
Therefore, very close coordination mechanisms will be established between both parties: the theoretical and the practical,
as well as in the Final Master's Project.

1.2.Context and importance of this course in the degree
1.3.Recommendations to take this course
2.Learning goals
2.1.Competences
2.2.Learning goals
2.3.Importance of learning goals
3.Assessment (1st and 2nd call)
3.1.Assessment tasks (description of tasks, marking system and assessment criteria)
4.Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources
4.1.Methodological overview
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The learning process that has been designed for this subject is based on the following:
Participatory assistance in the hours assigned to Practicum II.
Observation of the Master's students of the dynamics of the Vocational Training center.
In-depth analysis of the documents to be reviewed in order to achieve the results and the marked competences.
Contact of the Master's students with teachers and other educational agents to learn about the operation and materials in
order to achieve the results and marked competences, as well as the evaluation.
Attendance at meetings of the Practicum II tutor.

4.2.Learning tasks
he program offered to the student to help him achieve the expected results includes the following activities ...
Attendance to the classes with their subject tutor. You will go to the corresponding classes of your specialty, observe the
work methodology. You will also know all the training levels where your specialty subjects are taught in the center
(Compulsory Secondary and Baccalaureate / Middle and Higher Education Training Cycles) and the existing institutional
programs in the center (Basic Learning, Curricular Diversification and Professional Qualification) initial).
Application in the classroom of teaching-learning and evaluation activities designed.
Seminars for discussion and debate. Joint reflection with the colleagues of the specialty on the development of Practicum
II activities.
In addition to meeting with the tutor of the Practicum there will be regular meetings with the professor and the other
students of his group and a web-forum of communication between the students of this and other specialties to exchange
experiences, sensations, cases ... and to analyze and debating the experience in the practicum

4.3.Syllabus
4.4.Course planning and calendar
4.5.Bibliography and recommended resources

